Familial grouped pigmentation of the retinal pigment epithelium
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SUMMARY Grouped pigmentation of the retinal pigment epithelium was found in a father and his son. They had a normal resting potential on the electro-oculogram, but the son had a lower normal light rise. We believe this is the first description of familial grouped pigmentation.

Grouped pigmentation of the retinal pigment epithelium has been known for over 100 years,¹ but it was not until 1911 that Höeg² used this name to describe clusters of pigment in the retina. The entity has also been called melanosis retinae, bear or animal tracks, and naevoid pigmentation of the fundus. Grouped pigmentation has always been described as being of sporadic nature, though several authors looked for a familial occurrence.³,⁴ The only published description of familial grouped pigmentation was by Forgacs and Bozin.⁵ Deutman⁶ has pointed out that the two sisters described by them possibly did not have grouped pigmentation. In our opinion the description and drawings in their article are more in keeping with naevi that have a slightly hypopigmented border like the halo naevi often found in the skin. Recently we examined a father and son who both had classic grouped pigmentation in their retina.

Case reports

The proband (Fig. 1 case III-3) came to the outpatient department because he had lost his glasses. From age 7 on he was known to have had subnormal visual acuity, attributed to refraction amblyopia. He was healthy and had never taken medicine as a routine.

On examination the visual acuity was right eye 0-5 with +7.5 sph −2.25 axis 15°; left eye 0-8 with +5.5 sph −1.0 axis 170°. The anterior segments and media were clear. In both fundi extensive areas with grouped pigmentation of the retina were visible (Fig. 2). He had central fixation in each eye. Fluorescein angiography revealed blockage of background fluorescence without any leakage on the late phases. The pattern electroretinogram showed normal cone and slightly subnormal rod (RE 80%, LE 70%) responses. The pattern cortical evoked potentials had normal amplitudes and latencies. The electro-oculogram resulted in a light peak-dark trough ratio in the lower normal range (RE 1.76, LE 1.75). The electrophysiological techniques have been described elsewhere.⁷ In our set-up the mean light peak-dark trough ratio is 2-20 with a lower limit of 1-60 (2 SD). Kinetic Goldmann perimetry revealed no abnormalities.
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Fig. 1 Pedigree of family with grouped pigmentation of the retinal pigment epithelium.
Fig. 2 Right and left eye of proband, case III-3. Note grouped pigmentations in all quadrants of both eyes.

His father, case II-3, had no eye complaints but simply accompanied his son to the outpatient department. He consented to allow us to examine his eyes. In both eyes his visual acuity was 1.5 with +0.5 sph. In the right fundus grouped pigmentation of the retinal pigment epithelium was seen in an area inferior to the optic disc (Fig. 3). These lesions were less pigmented than in his son's fundus. The fluorescein angiogram had the same characteristics as his son's. His electro-oculogram gave a normal resting potential and a good light rise (RE 2.29, LE 2.11 light peak-dark trough ratio).

Case III-4 had OU full vision with +0.50 sph. In both eyes discretely pigmented spots were visible at the periphery not clearly resembling grouped pigmentation.

Case III-5 also had full vision OU and was emmetropic. She had no pigmentary anomalies.

It was not possible for the other family members, some living abroad, to be examined by the authors. They all had a dilated fundus examination by their own ophthalmologists, who were specifically asked by the authors to look for grouped pigmentations. None of them had grouped pigmentation or hypermetropia greater than +0.75.

Discussion

We believe this to be the first report of familial occurrence of unquestionable grouped pigmentation of the retinal pigment epithelium. The exact prevalence of this benign abnormality is unknown. The Framingham eye study did not specifically look for all kinds of fundus abnormalities. The investigator, however, while looking for macular degeneration, was required to record pigment disturbances in the macula, the perimacular area, or of unknown location in the eyes with visual acuity 20/30 or worse. In 5253 eyes no mention of grouped pigmentation was made. We found only one report in which it was stated that three cases were seen in an examination of 2500 eyes without any further epidemiological data. If it is assumed that the reasons for seeing an ophthalmologist were the same in 1891 as in 1986 and that the prevalence of grouped pigmentation has remained constant, we could calculate that the prevalence nowadays would be 0.12% in an ophthalmic population. The chances that both a father and
his son would have grouped pigmentation by coincidence would be smaller than 1:1 000 000, because the father was not an ophthalmic patient but simply an accompanying person. It thus seems likely that grouped pigmentation is a disorder of autosomal dominant inheritance with variable expression.

This might place grouped pigmentation among the pattern dystrophies as a hereditary disorder of the retinal pigment epithelium with a normal or slightly subnormal visual acuity, blockage of background fluorescence on the angiogram with no leakage on the late phases, and an electro-oculogram in the lower normal range. So far as we know what constitutes a pattern dystrophy has never been exactly defined. Some people claim that a bilateral, symmetrical, progressive disorder should be present, but in many cases described as pattern dystrophy these conditions were not met.

The subnormal visual acuity of our proband may possibly be attributed to his hypermetropic astigmatism resulting in amblyopia. From an early age he was known to have subnormal visual acuity. We think it unlikely that this acuity was affected by the grouped pigmentation, as he had no abnormal pigmentation in his macula and we found a report stating that the photoreceptors overlying the pigmented areas in grouped pigmentation showed only post mortem changes. On the other hand hypermetropia has previously been mentioned in relation to grouped pigmentation.

It has been suggested that grouped pigmentation and congenital hypertrophy of the retinal pigment epithelium are different expressions of the same disorder. We disagree because of the difference in morphology and, because in contrast to the cases with grouped pigmentation, the congenital hypertrophy cases showed lack of photoreceptors above the lesions, abnormal visual fields, reported growth, and abnormal vessels above the hypertrophy. Congenital hypertrophy of the retinal pigment epithelium, however, has also been shown to be hereditary in cases of Gardner's syndrome and in one family with microcephaly and hyperreflexia.

This family had no history of hereditary abnormalities. Grouped pigmentation has been associated with congenital squint, macular coloboma, and chondrodysplasia, but in the last case we think the description fits more that of pigment epithelial hypertrophy. We have personally seen a case of Rieger's anomaly and grouped pigmentation. Most patients with grouped pigmentation have no eye complaints, so that the pigmentation will often be a coincidental finding. It seems likely that systemic examination of siblings would disclose more familial cases of grouped pigmentation of the retinal pigment epithelium.
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